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Abstract

Many practical applications of satisfiability solving employ multiple steps to encode an original problem formulation into conjunctive normal form. Often circuits are used as intermediate representation before encoding those circuits into clausal form. These circuits however might contain redundant isomorphic sub-circuits. If blindly translated into clausal form, this redundancy is retained and increases solving time unless specific preprocessing algorithms are used. Furthermore, such redundant sub-formula structure might only emerge during solving and needs to be addressed by inprocessing. This paper presents a new approach which extracts gate information from the formula and applies congruence closure to match and eliminate redundant gates. Besides new algorithms for gate extraction, we also describe previous unpublished attempts to tackle this problem. Experiments focus on the important problem of combinational equivalence checking for hardware designs and show that our new approach yields a substantial gain in CNF solver performance.
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1 Introduction

One of our motivations is to improve SAT solving for combinational equivalence checking of hardware circuits [30,54,63]. For decades combinational equivalence checking was considered the most successful application of formal verification in industry, actually before the SAT revolution started. Earlier approaches in the last century relied on binary decision diagram (BDD) technology, i.e., BDD sweeping [53], which however has been combined (if not replaced) with SAT sweeping [54] in this century. There are various commercial providers of equivalence checkers, including major electronic design automation (EDA) vendors such as Synopsys, Cadence, and Siemens, with widespread use in chip design.
Even though details about the inner workings of these EDA commercial equivalence checkers are not publicly available, simply encoding large equivalence checking problems into a monolithic SAT formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) and then using a stand-alone solver to solve them does not scale. Therefore, we submitted monolithic equivalence checking benchmarks to the SAT Competition already in 2013 [24]. These benchmarks are regularly used in SAT competitions (for instance two of them in 2022) and some are still challenging.

It is fair to assume that commercial equivalence checkers use a hybrid approach, where the circuit structure guides incremental SAT queries to establish correspondence between internal sub-circuits, as a recursive process following the topological order of the circuit. These hybrid approaches to combinational equivalence checking have their own challenges [1,70–72] and, in our view, are not a solved problem.

Furthermore, improving plain CNF-level SAT solving on such instances will be beneficial for hybrid approaches as well. Techniques useful for equivalence checking can have a positive impact on other applications of SAT too.

The question remains why state-of-the-art SAT solvers working on CNF need that guidance and are not able to efficiently find proofs for large equivalence checking problems, actually also called miters [30], even though, at the end, also those hybrid approaches just rely on the resolution proof system. While short proofs exist in theory, even for the simplest equivalence checking task of comparing two identical circuits, current state-of-the-art solvers based on the conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) paradigm [26] fail to find short resolution proofs, as we have shown in previous work [45].

Equivalence checking of arithmetic circuits [12,52] has similar applications and issues.

In principle, algebraic techniques [34,51,61] can solve them, but they remain extremely challenging if given in CNF. Therefore, we consider arithmetic circuit verification out-of-scope for this study. We further focus on combinational equivalence checking leaving sequential equivalence checking, which relates to hardware model checking, to future work. Our goal is to improve CNF SAT solving for combinational (non-arithmetic) equivalence checking.

We consider isomorphic miters, the problem that encodes equivalence checking of two identical copies of a circuit, but also will take a look at the comparison of non-isomorphic circuits. The latter are actually the main target in industrial applications of equivalence checking, where a synthesized and optimized circuit and the original unsimplified circuit are compared. These optimized miters are much harder to solve.

The real cause for this failure of CDCL to solve isomorphic miters encoded into CNF is unclear, but proven empirically, as our experiments confirm. We can offer two explanation attempts though. First Yakau Novikau suggested at the Dagstuhl seminar on “The Theory and Practice of SAT Solving” in 2015 that, due to the recursive nature of equivalence checking, to learn an internal equivalence (two binary clauses) the SAT solver must fully restart in-between learning the two clauses. As a consequence, which again only empirically has been confirmed, solving miters in CNF greatly benefits from rapid restarts, i.e., restarting after each conflict. The second observation is that SAT solvers on miters even for isomorphic circuits learn rather long clauses, followed by shorter and shorter clauses until they learn some binary clauses. But then the whole process repeats, while a guided approach can focus on learning the necessary binary clauses directly.

While when working on circuits directly the gates are explicitly present, new gates can appear during solving. Our experiments on the SAT Competition 2022 shows that many SAT problems have gates, partially due to Tseitin encoding and redundant isomorphic structures. Therefore, it makes sense to have our technique on the CNF side directly: our implementation in Kissat identifies more than 180 million congruent variables.
We assume that the reader is familiar with propositional satisfiability (SAT) and otherwise refer to [25]. In order to save space we abbreviate formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF) by omitting operators if they are clear from the context. For instance we use \((\overline{a} r)\) to denote the CNF \(a \lor r\) and denote with \(\overline{a}\) a double negated literal with itself and denote with \(|\,\,|\) the variable \(v\) of a positive literal \(l = v\) or negative literal \(l = \overline{v}\).

In Fig. 1, we present an example of a combinational equivalence checking problem (miter).

This is an isomorphic miter as the two circuits compared are identical. In the experiments we also consider the case where one of the circuits is an optimized version of the other, since these optimized miters are the main target in industrial applications of equivalence checking.

Hybrid approaches to equivalence checking (starting from [54] and most recently [72]) keep the two circuits alongside the CNF encoding in the SAT solver. During parsing such an isomorphic miter from a file, they will already detect all equivalences and simplify both circuits to one representation by applying “structural hashing”.

This technique is also called “hash consing” in implementations of functional programming languages or “common sub-expression elimination” in compiler optimization. It is also implemented in libraries for the manipulation of binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [33] or and-inverter graphs (AIGs) [54] in the form of a “unique-table”.

The basic idea of our approach is to simulate structural hashing by deriving from the CNF through resolution binary clauses of the equivalence of literals representing outputs of equivalent gates: For the two AND gates \(G_7\) and \(G_8\) in Fig. 1 we first derive \(a_1 = a_2\), i.e., the binary clauses \((\overline{a_1} \lor a_2)\) and \((a_1 \lor \overline{a_2})\). Then we derive \(x_1 = x_2\) for the two XOR gates \(G_5\) and \(G_6\). This allows us two replace the inputs \(a_2\) and \(x_2\) of the second ITE gate \(G_4\) by \(a_1\) and \(x_1\) which in turn yields \(m_1 = m_2\). Substituting \(m_2\) with \(m_1\) in the right hand side (RHS) of gate \(G_2\) simplifies to \(0\), which contradicts the assumption that the outputs of the two compared circuits are different (\(p = 1\)).

2 Preliminaries

Figure 1 Example of an equivalence checking problem for two identical (isomorphic) circuits consisting each of one AND, XOR, and ITE (multiplexer/if-then-else) gate. The miter circuit in the middle (b) compares the output of the two circuits and assumes they are different by feeding them into another XOR gate which in turn is assumed to produce the output value 1. The equational semantics (a) is shown on the left which after Tseitin encoding [67] gives the CNF (c), e.g., the last AND gate \(G_8\) in the second circuit is encoded by the last three clauses \(C_{25}, C_{26}\) and \(C_{27}\).
We show first how such a simulation is feasible starting from a CNF encoding and second how our new congruence closure approach solves isomorphic miters instantly. In the second scenario, when checking optimized miters, it is further expected that during solving often identical sub-circuits emerge. Our approach then allows to simplify the problem through inprocessing, which reduces over-all solving time, as confirmed in our experiments.

Related to clausal congruence closure is SAT sweeping. It has only been described in our solver description [21, 22] and uses the “small” SAT solver KITTEN within Kissat to prove the equivalence of two literals. It can simulate congruence closure (if the variables are scheduled in the right order), but it is more expensive as it relies on KITTEN as SAT oracle.

However, it is also stronger, because it is not limited to matching gates syntactically.

Our new implementation in Kissat with efficient algorithms for gate extraction runs congruence closure until completion during both pre- and inprocessing, even for the largest CNFs in the SAT competition. We enable it by default without limit, in contrast to our earlier attempts to solve isomorphic miters including “lazy hyper binary resolution” [9], “tree-based look ahead” [45], “simple probing” (see next Sect. 3), “blocked-clause decomposition” [44], and “internal SAT sweeping” [21, 22], which all need to be limited or preempted.

3 Simple Probing

Simple probing is available in Lingeling since 2012 [10] motivated by the observation [45] that though hyper binary resolution (HBR) [3, 4, 42] combined with equivalent literal substitution (ELS) [2, 36, 56, 68] in theory can solve identical miters, in practice it fails to do so.

The problem with existing HBR implementations [3, 4, 42, 45] is that they are “global” and rely on complete failed literal probing, followed or interleaved with a global form of ELS. This means that all literals are probed and all binary clauses are taken into account in finding and substituting equivalent literals. For isomorphic miters, the fix-point of this process is only reached after many rounds of HBR and ELS. The main idea behind “simple probing” is to apply HBR and ELS steps only locally to avoid some unnecessary work.

Continuing with the example in Fig. 1, we resolve the 6 clauses $C_{22}, \ldots, C_{27}$ of the two AND gates $G_7$ and $G_8$ through two hyper-binary resolution steps:

$$\frac{(a_1 \overline{a})_{24}}{(a_2 \overline{a})_{28}} \frac{(a_2 \overline{a})_{25}}{(a_1 \overline{a})_{29}} \frac{(a_1 \overline{a})_{28}}{(a_2 \overline{a})_{26}} \frac{(a_2 \overline{a})_{27}}{(a_3 \overline{a})_{29}} \frac{(a_3 \overline{a})_{25}}{(a_1 \overline{a})_{29}} \frac{(a_1 \overline{a})_{28}}{(a_2 \overline{a})_{25}}$$

HBR

HBR

These two hyper binary resolution steps yield the equivalence $a_1 = a_2$, represented by the two resolvents, and correspond to the following two linear chains of resolution (RES) steps:

$$\frac{(a_1 \overline{a})_{24}}{(a_2 \overline{a})_{28}} \frac{(a_2 \overline{a})_{25}}{(a_1 \overline{a})_{26}} \frac{(a_1 \overline{a})_{28}}{(a_2 \overline{a})_{26}} \frac{(a_2 \overline{a})_{27}}{(a_3 \overline{a})_{29}} \frac{(a_3 \overline{a})_{25}}{(a_1 \overline{a})_{29}} \frac{(a_1 \overline{a})_{28}}{(a_2 \overline{a})_{25}}$$

RES

RES

RES

RES

RES

Note that such linear resolution chains correspond to reverse-unit propagation (RUP) [41] in clausal proofs [46, 47]. Next we have to substitute (w.l.o.g.) $a_2$ by $a_1$ in the formula:

$$\frac{(m_2 \overline{a})_{10}}{(m_2 \overline{a})_{10}} \frac{(m_2 \overline{a})_{12}}{(m_2 \overline{a})_{12}} \frac{(m_2 \overline{a})_{13}}{(m_2 \overline{a})_{13}}$$

RES

RES

RES

This again boils down to resolution, which also explains why simple probing can produce RUP proofs [41] easily. Also $C_{25}, C_{26},$ and $C_{27}$ of the AND gate $G_8$ of the circuit on the right should be substituted, but the result would be identical to the already existing clauses $C_{22}, C_{23}$ and $C_{24}$ of the equivalent gate $G_7$ of the circuit on the left, and should be avoided.

Instead, they should just be deleted, the main feature in Drup which extends the RUP proof system by including “deletion” information [69] to speed-up proof checking.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of “simple probing” from Lingeling through local hyper binary resolution (HBR) and eager equivalent literal substitution (ELS): We interpret the given CNF $F$ as a set of clauses, which in turn are sets of literals, with no duplicates. With $|r| \neq |l|$ in Line 10 we assume that the variables of $r$ and $l$ are different. Line 13 performs the actual ELS by replacing all occurrences of $l$ with the representative literal $r$ (resp. $\overline{r}$ by $r$). In the actual implementation, we consider additional cases, e.g., we check for hyper binary resolved units when $\gamma(r) = |C|$ in Line 10.

simple-probing (CNF $F$)  \hspace{1em} // by reference, i.e., $F$ updated in place
1  literals $L = \text{all literals in } F$
2  candidates $\Lambda = L$
3  while $\Lambda \neq \emptyset$
4    pick and remove $l \in \Lambda$
5    for all “base” clauses $C \in F$ with $|C| > 2$ and $l \in C$
6      for all literals $k \in C$
7        counts $\gamma: L \to \mathbb{N}$ initialized to $\gamma \equiv 0$
8      for all binary clauses $(o \lor \overline{k}) \in F$
9        $\gamma(o)++$  \hspace{1em} // increment count of other literal $o$ by one
10    for all $r$ with $\gamma(r) + 1 = |C|$ and $|r| \neq |l|$ and $(r \lor l) \not\in F$
11      add $(r \lor l)$ to $F$  \hspace{1em} // HBR
12    if $(r \lor \overline{l}) \in F$  \hspace{1em} // checking for dual clause - ELS
13      substitute $l = r$ in all clauses $D \in F$ with $l$ or $\overline{l}$ in $D$
14      reschedule literals in resulting clauses by adding them to $\Lambda$
15    continue with outer while loop at Line 3

This forms the core of simple probing. In the implementation we use a counting argument: we find “immediate” hyper binary resolvents by counting how often a literal occurs in binary clauses which can be resolved with a given non-binary base clause. For the base clause $C_{24}$, we only consider the two binary clauses $C_{25}$ and $C_{26}$ as resolution candidates because we can ignore the blocked clauses $C_{22}$ and $C_{23}$ (as they both contain $\overline{p}_1$). The literal $\overline{p}_2$ occurs twice in them, and, since the base clause has one literal more than the occurrence count, this yields $C_{28}$ through HBR. Similarly, we get $C_{29}$ using $C_{27}$ as base clause.

Whenever we find a new hyper-resolvent this way, without adding duplicates, we check whether its dual clause with both literals negated already exists. For instance, assume that in our example applying HBR first. Then, when clause $C_{29}$ is derived through HBR, as its dual ($C_{28}$) already exists, the equivalence $a_2 = a_3$ is derived. To substitute one literal with the other, we traverse all clauses containing the literal to substitute, apply the substitution, and delete the original clause. While checking for dual clauses only requires finding all binary clauses in which a literal occurs, the substitution step requires full occurrence lists.

The complete preprocessing algorithm in Alg. 2 needs to determine which and when clauses are (re)considered as base clauses. As clauses are eagerly removed and added in this approach, we do not want to use base clauses as scheduling objects in a working queue. Instead, we opted for our implementation in Lingeling to have literals occurring in base clause candidates as scheduling objects. Initially, all literals are candidate literals for simple probing. For each candidate, we go through all its non-binary clauses (requiring occurrence lists) and then apply the two-step procedure described above. After finding and substituting equivalence, we reschedule literals occurring in the resulting clauses.

Simple probing will solve isomorphic miters of circuits with only AND gates. Actually, after substituting the equivalence of outputs of the compared circuits, the comparison in
clauses of the miter XOR gates will yield a unit clause. We would need to propagate those units to derive unsatisfiability (unless each compared circuit has only one output).

However, even though simple probing implicitly treats OR as AND gates, it does not handle other more complex gates, particularly neither XOR nor ITE gates. Actually, HBR+ELS alone cannot solve such miters with XORs and ITEs, including our example, as already observed by Heule et al. [45]. They proposed to interleave probing based HBR+ELS with saturating ternary resolution (TRN) [28] to simulate structural hashing for XOR and ITE gates, i.e., add all resolvents of at most length three between ternary gates.

Such ternary resolution is rather costly, particularly if run until completion. Thus it needs to be localized in combination with simple probing and also does not work for larger XOR gates with more than two inputs. Nevertheless, CaDiCAL [23] and Lingeling [11] both implement (non-localized) TRN but not eagerly and in a limited way.

4 Gate Extraction

Previous attempts (including simple probing) to solve CNF-encoded isomorphic miters through HBR (with ELS and TRN) essentially failed. They are orders of magnitude slower than circuit-based techniques, as already pointed out in the conclusion of [45] and again confirmed in our experiments. The key to obtaining a scalable algorithm is to extract “gates” from the CNF instead, also called “macros” and “(functional) definitions” in related work. This takes us halfway to the reconstruction of the original circuit, except that we do not care about the topological order, nor do we try to find global (primary) inputs or outputs. Gate extraction goes back to [40,58,60] and we refer to the preprocessing chapter of the SAT handbook [26, Sect. 9.6.2] for details. These works were either limited in scope or had as goal to recover an actual circuit, including inputs and outputs as well as topologically ordering extracted gates. This is actually a difficult problem in general, as for instance XOR constraints (and inverters) are not directed, i.e., the Tseitin encoding of an XOR gate of arity \(n\) is symmetric in all variables and allows to actually extract \(n + 1\) gates. Even for Tseitin-encoded AIGs, which are circuits with only AND gates (and inverters), there are problems. First, constant inputs might turn binary AND gates into unary AND gates (buffer/equivalences/inverters), which have to be ordered. Second, the same clause can be used for extracting multiple gates, which requires selecting a gate.

Recent work stays on the CNF level and uses blocked clause decomposition (BCD) instead [5,44,49,50]. Note, however, that this approach does not support either in-processing or the production of proofs. A basic XOR-constraint extraction algorithm is described in [64] with the goal to enable algebraic reasoning. Gate detection has also been used extensively during SAT preprocessing to filter out resolvents in bounded variable elimination [37,39]. In that context, it is local to the candidate variable for elimination and thus other algorithms apply. Similar gate-extraction approaches exist in richer logics (#SAT and QBF) too [55,62]. We only syntactically extract “gates”, trying to reverse the CNF encoding, e.g., from the clauses \(C_{22}, C_{23},\) and \(C_{24}\) in the CNF of Fig. 1 we extract the “gate” (equation) \(a_1 = r \land s\).

Semantic extraction (such as [39,62]) is much more powerful, but also much more expensive.

5 AND-Gate Extraction

Our basic-and-gate-extraction algorithm is shown in Alg. 3. For each non-binary base clause, it first marks the negation of all its literals. Then, for each literal in the clause, we traverse all binary clauses in which it occurs negatively. If the number of other marked literals in
Algorithm 3 Basic algorithm for extracting AND gates. As in Alg. 2 correctness hinges on the assumption that $F$ is without trivial clauses and all its clauses, as well as $F'$, are interpreted as sets without duplicates. Thus, in the implementation, one must remove duplicated binary clauses first. Only binary clauses need to be watched, assuming base clauses can be traversed in some other way.

```
basic-and-gate-extraction (CNF F)
1 resulting AND gates $A = \emptyset$
2 literals $L = \text{all literals in } F$
3 for all clauses $C \in F$ with $|C| > 2$
4 marks $\mu : L \rightarrow \mathbb{B}$ initialized to $\mu \equiv \bot$ // implemented as bit-map
5 for all literals $r$ with $r \in C$
6 $\mu (r) = \top$
7 for all literals $l \in C$
8 $n = 0$
9 for all binary clauses $(\ell \lor r) \in F$
10 if $\mu (r)$ then $n++$
11 if $n = |C| - 1$
12 let $(l \lor r_1 \lor \cdots \lor r_n) = C$ // structured binding
13 add AND gate $(l = r_1 \land \cdots \land r_n)$ to $A$
14 return $A$
```

those binary clauses is one less than the size of the base clause, we have found an AND gate. However, for large formulas with millions of variables, millions of binary, and candidate clauses, this algorithm is too slow to run until completion in order to solve mitters.

In a failed improvement attempt, we added all binary clauses to a hash table, such that we can directly search for $(\ell \lor r)$ when considering $l$ as the left-hand side literal for all other $r$ with $r \in C$ instead of marking (Lines 5–10). However, it turns out that for large formulas, filling the hash-table took the same amount of time as the marking variant in Alg. 3.

Our first successful improvement counts the number of occurrences of literals in binary clauses and drops candidate clauses $C$ where no literal has enough negative occurrences in binary clauses. Actually, iterations of the loop in Lines 7–13 can always be skipped in Alg. 3 for literals $l$ where $\ell$ occurs less than $|C| - 1$ times in binary clauses. Our second improvement uses the observation that, while considering the left-hand-side (LHS) candidate $l$ in Line 7 of that loop and traversing binary clauses $(\ell \lor r)$ in Line 9, all remaining LHS candidates $l' \in C$ not yet tried still need to occur negated as one of these $r$.

For example, let $C = (l_1 \lor l_2 \lor l_3)$ in Line 3. Assume $\overline{l_1}$ occurs only once in binary clauses, and thus is skipped. Further, let $(\overline{l_2} \lor r_1)$ and $(\overline{l_2} \lor r_2)$ be the only binary clauses with $\overline{l_2}$ when iterating over $l = l_2$ in Line 7. If neither $l_3 = r_1$ nor $l_3 = r_2$ then $l_3$ is no LHS candidate as $(l_2 \lor \overline{l_3})$ is missing. To implement this optimization, we use two mark bits for the negation of literals in $C$. The first mark plays the same role as $\mu$ in Alg. 3 while the second is used to mark the negation of remaining LHS candidates. When counting occurrences of marked literals in Lines 9–10 we update the second mark bit and later only consider LHS literals which have the second bit still set.

---

1 See e.g., SAT_MS_sat_nurikabe_p16.pddl_166 from the main track of the SAT Competition 2022 with 19 million variables, 199 million binary clauses and 14 million candidate base clauses.
Algorithm 4 This is a basic algorithm for XOR-gate extraction. It uses the bit-extraction function \( \beta \) to determine if the bit at a given bit position is set and \( \pi \) to compute its parity.

```plaintext
basic-xor-gate-extraction (CNF \( F \))
1 resulting XOR gates \( X = \emptyset \)
2 let \( \beta: \mathbb{N} \times \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) with \( \beta(i, s) = (s/2^i) \mod 2 \)  // extract \( i \)th bit from \( s \)
3 let \( \pi: \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) with \( \pi(s) = |\{i \mid \beta(i, s) = 1\}| \mod 2 \)  // parity of all “bits” in \( s \)
4 for all clauses \( C = (l_0 \lor \ldots \lor l_{m-1}) \in F \) with \( |C| > 2 \)
5     for \( s = 2 \) to \( 2^n - 1 \) with \( \pi(s) = 0 \)  // flip an even number of sign bits
6         \( D = \{l_i \mid \beta(i, s) = 0\} \cup \{\bar{l}_i \mid \beta(i, s) = 1\} \)  // negate \( l_i \) if \( i \)th bit set
7         if \( D \notin F \) continue with outer loop at Line 4  // clause missing
8     for \( i = 0 \) to \( m - 1 \)  // add \( m \) XOR gates of arity \( m - 1 \)
9         let \( (l_i \lor k_1 \lor \ldots \lor k_{m-1}) = C \) and \( l = \bar{l}_i \)
10        add XOR gate \( (l = k_1 \oplus \cdots \oplus k_{m-1}) \) to \( X \)
11 return \( X \)
```

6 XOR-Gate Extraction

As with AND-gate extraction, there is little published work on XOR extraction. It is briefly mentioned in [10] to support Gaussian elimination and a preliminary form of congruence closure in Lingeling for the SAT Challenge 2012. Both CADICAL since 2019 [13] and Kissat since 2020 [20] use XOR-gate extraction to make bounded variable elimination more effective, as originally proposed in [37] for AND gates. Our basic algorithm in Alg. 4 follows these implementations and corresponds to a similar algorithm presented in [64].

In Lines 5–7, we check that all clauses \( D \) are present in the CNF which differ from the base clause \( C \) by negating exactly an even number of literals. If this is the case, we have found the XOR constraint \( 1 = l_0 \oplus \cdots \oplus l_{m-1}, \) falsified by the same assignment which falsifies \( C \) (assigning all literals of \( C \) to false). This constraint can now be rewritten into those \( m \) XOR gates added on Line 10, by removing \( l_i \) from the right-hand-side (RHS) of the constraint and replacing its LHS with the negation \( l_i \) of \( l_i \) (“1” on the LHS above acts as negation).

The reason for adding all \( m \) gates is that we cannot (and do not want to) order symmetric gates, where input and output can be exchanged. Consequently, the functional dependency graph between inputs and outputs of our extracted gates becomes cyclic as soon as a single XOR constraint is extracted and covers all the gates. Being able to handle such cyclic dependencies is an important feature of congruence closure in our approach, which is not possible when gate extraction is used to reconstruct the structure of circuits [40,60].

Note that for each XOR constraint found for a base clause \( C \) with \( m \) literals, the CNF actually needs to contain \( 2^{m-1} - 1 \) matching \( D \) clauses, but we only extract \( m \) gates from it. So even for \( m = 3 \), we extract only three gates covering four clauses. Nevertheless, the basic algorithm performs redundant work, since Line 4 does not detect when \( C \) was already used as a matching \( D \) clause in a successful extraction before.

We can avoid this redundant work by considering in Line 4 only one of the clauses that encodes an XOR gate. Assume we have a strict order over variables, for instance, by using the integer encoding of variables in the DIMACS format. Then, \( C \) can be skipped in Line 4 unless either all literals of it are positive or only the largest one is negative. This amounts to the condition \( l_0 = |l_0| < l_1 = |l_1| < \cdots < l_{m-2} = |l_{m-2}| < |l_{m-1}| \) on \( C \) in Line 4.

Note that the number of clauses needed to encode an XOR gate of arity \( n \) is \( 2^n \), i.e., grows exponentially. As clauses in the encoding have size \( m = n + 1 \), we can therefore further
Algorithm 5 This is a basic algorithm for ITE-gate extraction. To find ITE gates with a given LHS literal \( l \), as in variable elimination, the outer loop at Line 2 would only go over clauses with \( l \).

\[
\text{basic-ite-gate-extraction} \ (\text{CNF } F)
\]

1. resulting ITE gates \( I = \emptyset \)
2. for all ternary clauses \( C = (l_1 \lor l_2 \lor l_3) \in F \)
3.     for \( i = 1 \ldots 3 \)
4.         let \( (\bar{c} \lor \bar{l} \lor t) = C \) with \( c = \bar{l} \)
5.         if \( (\bar{c} \lor l \lor \bar{t}) \notin F \) continue with next \( i \) at Line 3
6.     for all ternary clauses \( (c \lor l \lor \bar{e}) \in F \)
7.         if \( (c \lor l \lor \bar{e}) \in F \)
8.             add ITE gate \( (l = c \ ? \ t : e) \) to \( I \)
9. return \( I \)

limit the size of the base clauses in Line 4 in Alg. 4. In practice, we did not see any need to search for XOR gates of arity larger than the run-time parameter \( N_{\text{XOR}} = 4 \).

Furthermore, as with AND gates, the XOR-extraction algorithm can be improved by counting occurrences of literals in clauses that can be part of the encoding of an XOR gate. Base clauses of size \( m = |C| \) considered for extracting an XOR gate of arity \( n = m - 1 \) can be skipped if \( C \) contains a literal that has less than \( 2^{n-1} \) occurrences.

Finally, we realized that after counting the number of occurrences of literals in all clauses, some clauses end up having literals with too few occurrences in the reduced set of considered clauses and thus should not be considered anymore. Therefore, recounting might find additional clauses to skip. This process can be repeated until fix-point, but most of the reduction is achieved after two rounds of counting (the run-time parameter we are using).

For checking \( D \notin F \) in Line 7, we connect all remaining clauses that can potentially be part of an XOR gate encoding through full occurrence lists. Searching for \( D \) can then be restricted to traverse the occurrence list of the literal in \( D \) with the minimum number of occurrences, as in backward-subsumption checks [37]. Using hashing instead (still a compile-time parameter) has similar negative results as for AND-gate extraction.

7 ITE-Gate Extraction

The most common type of encoded gates are AND gates, followed by XOR gates. Except for a few applications where they are frequent, such as describing BDDs, ITE gates occur much less often. However, occasionally it can be crucial to handle ITE gates efficiently. For example, for one of the hard synthesized miter we considered in our experiments (\texttt{test02} from [72]) it gave a 1000 \times improvement in solving time: 1.79 seconds when extracting vs. 2023.41 seconds when not extracting ITE gates (cf. Tab. 13, and Fig. 8 and 9).

As with AND and XOR gates we have been using a simple algorithm for ITE-gate extraction in the context of variable elimination for many years, i.e., where the variable of the LHS literal is fixed. A potential variant to extract all ITE gates in a given formula is shown in Alg. 5. To encode an ITE gate \( (l = c \ ? \ t : e) \) exactly the following four ternary clauses are needed \( (\bar{c} \lor \bar{l} \lor t), (\bar{c} \lor l \lor \bar{t}), (c \lor \bar{l} \lor e), \) and \( (c \lor l \lor \bar{e}) \) ignoring two potential additional redundant clauses \( (\bar{l} \lor t \lor e) \) and \( (l \lor \bar{l} \lor \bar{e}) \), which might be used to improve arc-consistency of the encoding. Observe that the first two clauses encode the conditional equivalence \( c \rightarrow l = t \) and the third and fourth the conditional equivalence \( \bar{c} \rightarrow l = e \).
The inner loop at Line 6 gives quadratic complexity in the number of literal occurrences, and with the check at Line 7 it looks even cubic. However, the actual goal of this algorithm is to find for a candidate condition \( c \) both a positive (\( c \rightarrow l = t \)) and a matching negative conditional equality (\( \bar{c} \rightarrow l = e \)), and thus to extract an ITE gate. This observation leads to the optimized algorithm in Alg. 6. It iterates over all variables, instead of clauses, and looks for positive and negative conditional equivalences \( E^+ \) and \( E^- \) for each of them. Equivalences of both sets with the same LHS are then merged to form ITE gates.

Further implementation details are as follows. Lines 2–3 of \textit{find-conditional-equivalences} are implemented by extracting pairs of all the other literals in ternary clauses with \( \bar{c} \), sorting the literals in the pair (smaller literal first), and then sorting all these conditional pairs lexicographically (positive literal smaller than negative). Those sorted pairs are split into “ranges” of positive and negative occurrences of the same variable as first literal in a pair.

Then we try for each pair of the smaller range to find the dual pair (with both literals negated) in the other range by binary search. Thus the complexity of \textit{find-conditional-equivalences} is bounded by \( O(n \cdot \log n) \) where \( n \) is the number of ternary clauses with \( \bar{c} \).

The nested loop in \textit{merge-conditional-equivalences} can be implemented by first sorting the two conditional equivalence sets and following a merge-sort-style strategy, passing over both of them in increasing order of literals. It is still quadratic in the number of generated ITE gates, which is the worst-case complexity of the problem anyhow.

Finally, we can filter out (and do not watch) clauses which have literals that do not occur often enough: two literals (the condition and the LHS literal) have to occur twice positively and twice negatively, while the third literal must occur at least once in each polarity.
8 Congruence Closure

In SMT solvers [7] the congruence closure algorithm has found several applications, for example in ground theory solvers [57], or during quantifier instantiation [6]. It uses the congruence axiom to propagate and derive further equalities from a given set of equalities over first-order ground terms. For instance, given the equalities \( x = y, u = f(x) \) and \( v = f(y) \), the congruence axiom allows us to deduce \( u = v \). This idea can be extended to functions and predicates of arbitrary arity. In contrast to structural hashing, it does not require any topological order of the variables, and thus can also be applied to cyclic functional definitions.

Extracted or rewritten gates need to be normalized to increase chances of matching other gates. For AND gates, the only form of normalization that can be achieved is to sort the RHS literals, assuming once again a fixed order on variables, e.g., induced by the variable order in the DIMACS file. The same idea can be applied to XOR gates, but besides sorting we can further force all the RHS literals of an XOR gate to be positive: if the number of negated RHS literals is even, their negations cancel, and we can simply drop them; if the number is odd, we also drop the negations and negate the LHS literal instead.

For an ITE gate \((l = c ? t : e)\), a normalization strategy known from the BDD literature [29] applies. First, we ensure that the condition literal \( c \) is positive by using the equation \( \bar{c} ? t : e \equiv \bar{c} ? e : t \), if necessary. Then, we also make sure that the then literal \( t \) is positive, using \( c ? \bar{t} : e \equiv c ? \bar{t} : \bar{e} \) and negating the LHS literal \( l \) if necessary.

After normalizing a gate, we check whether there is already an existing gate with the same operator (AND, ITE, XOR) and the same RHS literals. This check is implemented with a hash table using the operator and RHS literals as a key. If a gate is found with the same operator and RHS, we have derived an equivalence between the two LHS literals of the gates. This equivalence is recorded in a union-find data-structure [66], where every literal points to its (smaller) representative or itself.

Whenever a literal is assigned a new representative literal, we put that literal into a queue. Once all gates have been extracted, the propagation of these queued equivalences can be started in the main congruence closure loop (lines 13–18 in Alg. 7). In each iteration, a literal \( l \) of the queue is processed by iterating through all the gates that have \( l \) in their RHS. Each such gate is rewritten by replacing \( l \) (resp. \( \bar{l} \)) in them with its representative.

If a rewriting step results in a trivial gate, it is marked as garbage and skipped in later checks. For example, assume that literal \( b \) is dequeued in Line 13, and it is equivalent to its representative \( a \). Then, the rewriting of the AND gate \((l = a \land b)\) based on this equivalence results in the equivalence \( l = a \). This we record and then mark the gate as garbage, without removing it from the RHS occurrence list of \( a \).

Recording or merging an equivalence \( l_1 = l_2 \) consists of determining the representatives \( r_1 \) of \( l_1 \) and \( r_2 \) of \( l_2 \) (could be the literal itself). Assuming w.l.o.g. that \(|r_1| < |r_2|\), we use \( r_1 \) as the new representative for both literals and push \( l_2 \) (the literal that is assigned a new representative) on the equivalence queue. As a last step, for proof logging, we augment the CNF with two binary clauses to capture that \( l_2 \leftrightarrow r_1 \) (this step is not shown in Alg. 7). Once the loop terminates, this augmented CNF is passed to a global equivalent literal substitution (ELS) procedure, which substitutes all equivalent literals in one pass over the formula.

Besides those (actually rather complex) ways of rewriting gates, another complication exists. It has to be taken into account when rewriting actually leads to a unit: for instance, if \( b \) in the discussed example with \((l = a \land b)\) has \( \bar{a} \) as representative instead of \( a \), we can derive the unit clause \( l \). In this situation, we not only propagate this new assignment through the original CNF clauses, using the existing BCP mechanism of the SAT solver, but also need
Algorithm 7 An abstract version of our congruence closure algorithm. In the actual implementation we use a hash table to search gates in $G$ by their RHS (in Lines 11 and 17) and interleave the loop in Lines 11–12 with gate extraction in Line 7. We further need to have fast access in Line 14 to all gates with the dequeued literal in their RHS, for which we use occurrence lists. We also do not show how derived unit clauses on this level of abstraction are handled which in our implementation are first propagated over the CNF and then used to simplify gates.

\[
\text{merge-literals (CNF $F$, queue $Q$, representatives $\rho$, literals $l_1$, $l_2$) } \quad \text{// $F$, $Q$, $\rho$ by reference}
\]

1. $r_1 = \rho(l_1)$, $r_2 = \rho(l_2)$
2. if $r_1 = r_2$ then $F = \bot$ and return \hspace{1em} // inconsistent equivalence thus $F$ unsatisfiable
3. select $r \in \{r_1, r_2\}$ with $|r| = \min(|r_1|, |r_2|)$ \hspace{1em} // pick representative with smaller variable
4. update $\rho(l_1) = \rho(l_2) = r$ and $\rho(l_1) = \rho(l_2) = \bar{r}$
5. if $r \neq r_1$ then enqueue $l_1$ to $Q$
6. if $r \neq r_2$ then enqueue $l_2$ to $Q$

\[
\text{clausal-congruence-closure (CNF $F$) } \quad \text{// by reference, i.e., $F$ updated in place}
\]

7. $G = \text{extract-gates ($F$)}$
8. literals $L = \text{all literals in $F$}$
9. representatives $\rho: L \to L$ initialized to $\rho(l) = l$
10. $Q = \text{empty literal queue}$
11. for all $(l_1 = \text{rhs}_1), (l_2 = \text{rhs}_2) \in G$ with $\text{rhs}_1 = \text{rhs}_2$
12. merge-literals ($F$, $Q$, $\rho$, $l_1$, $l_2$)
13. while $F \neq \bot$ and $Q$ not empty dequeue $l$ from $Q$
14. for all gates $(k = \text{rhs}) \in G$ where $l$ or $\bar{l}$ occurs in $\text{rhs}$
15. use $\rho$ to rewrite $(k = \text{rhs})$ to $(k' = \text{rhs}')$
16. remove gate $(k = \text{rhs})$ from $G$
17. if $G$ contains $(k'' = \text{rhs}'')$ with $\text{rhs}' = \text{rhs}''$ then merge-literals ($F$, $Q$, $\rho$, $k'$, $k''$)
18. else add gate $(k' = \text{rhs}')$ to $G$
19. remove clauses $C$ from $F$ with $C \neq \rho(C) \land \rho(C) \in F$
20. replace $F$ with $\rho(F)$

To simplify all gates in which $l$ or $\bar{l}$ occurs. Thus our loop actually consists of propagating with higher priority all literals root-level assigned to a constant through gates in which they occur on the RHS, simplifying them accordingly, and then with lower priority propagating equivalent literals and rewriting their gates as discussed above.

During this procedure (cf. Alg. 7), it might happen that an inconsistency is detected. For instance, if in the last example where $l = \bot$ is derived, the LHS $l$ is already assigned to $\top$. Then the loop aborts and claims unsatisfiability of the formula immediately. This will in particular be the outcome when congruence closure is applied to isomorphic miters.

As already pointed out in Sect. 3, matching two isomorphic gates and substituting one LHS literal by its representative in all clauses where it occurs, necessarily results in duplicating the clauses of the representative gate. This occurs, for instance, in isomorphic miters where half of the variables vanish, but the number of clauses does not change.

Therefore, we originally tried to eagerly delete clauses used to extract a gate as soon as it became garbage or was removed. This risks turning unsatisfiable formulas satisfiable, as clauses can be used multiple times to extract gates. Instead, we implemented a dedicated global forward subsumption algorithm (hinted at in Line 19), which targets removing identical clauses modulo equivalent literals as recorded in the union-find data structure.
Figure 8 An example of an optimized miter. It is comprised of an unsimplified circuit on the bottom part and its optimized variant above it. The optimized circuit simply omits the unnecessary inverters. This example also illustrates why test02 from [72] is considerably more challenging without ITE-gate extraction. For example, to recognize easily that the output of $G_6$ (resp. $G_7$) is the negation of the output of gate $G_8$ (resp. $G_9$), the CNF encoding must maintain parts of the structure of the circuits. Extracting and normalizing ITE gates allows the congruence closure approach to realize the equivalence between the two circuits efficiently (cf. Fig. 9).

9 Proofs

The algorithms for extraction and congruence closure as well as for rewriting and simplifying gates are rather involved. Therefore, we rely on generating and checking clausal proofs for correctness (i) with our internal proof checker during development and testing, as well as (ii) by producing DRUP proofs and external checking in production [48,65,69].

In principle, we just have to derive the two binary clauses for each detected equivalence. While equivalences from matched AND gates are easy to handle as they can be simulated by HBR and thus yield RUP steps as discussed in Sect. 3, equivalences from matched XOR and ITE gates require more intermediate DRUP steps as proposed in [59] for XORs or how ternary resolution is used in [45] for ITE gates and binary XORs.

Note that eager ELS during congruence closure does not need to be modelled in DRUP proofs, i.e., substituting an equivalent literal by its representative (either in clauses or in the RHS of a gate) as this is captured by propagation semantics in RUP. Proofs with hints/antecedents, such as LrAT proofs [35], would require much more effort. The internal proof checker receives the same information as the DRUP proof, but in addition we check that the clauses of the Tseitin encoding of all extracted or rewritten gates are RUP.

10 Benchmarks

Our first HWMCC’12 benchmark set contains CNF encoded miters where HBR has difficulties and which had already been submitted to the SAT Competition 2013 [24]. These are miters for 341 AIGER [8] models used in the Hardware Model Checking Competition 2012. The original models are sequential and to obtain combinational miters, we simply treat latches as inputs and their next-state functions as outputs. We further used Abc [31] as synthesis tool to optimize the models (using the ‘&dc2’ command). These are passed through AiggMitter (from the AIGER [8] tools) to construct optimized miters, tagged opt. Isomorphic miters,
Figure 9 An illustration of the difference between xits and ands CNF encodings of a given AIG. The miter applies an XOR (described by the three AND nodes $A_{20}$, $A_{22}$, and $A_{24}$) to compare $c \neq t : e$ (AND nodes $A_8$, $A_{10}$, and $A_{12}$) to $c \neq t : \overline{e}$ (AND nodes $A_{14}$, $A_{16}$, and $A_{18}$). The ands encoding (Fig. 9b) translates all 9 AND nodes of the AIG independently of each other, resulting in 26 clauses over 12 Boolean variables. The xits encoding (Fig. 9c), on the other hand, recognizes the ITE and XOR gates in the AIG and encodes the corresponding nodes together into a CNF with 11 clauses over 6 variables. While the ands encoding destroys the original ITE and XOR structures of the formula, the xits encoding maintains them. That allows our approach to recognize, extract and normalize the ITE gates efficiently and thereby the congruence closure algorithm can quickly conclude that the two ITE expressions are equivalent. This explains the efficiency of our algorithm on the test02 miter from the IWLS'22 benchmark set (cf. Sect. 7 and Fig. 12).

(a) A miter of two ITE gates in AIGER [8] format. (b) The ands CNF encoding of the AIG.

(c) The xits CNF encoding of the AIG.
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\[(x_4\overline{x}_1), (x_4 x_2), (x_4 \overline{x}_1 \overline{x}_2), (x_5 \overline{x}_1), (x_5 x_2), (x_5 x_1 \overline{x}_3), (x_0 \overline{x}_4), (x_0 \overline{x}_5), (x_0 x_4 x_5), (x_7 x_1), (x_7 \overline{x}_2), (x_7 x_1 x_2), (x_8 \overline{x}_1), (x_8 \overline{x}_3), (x_8 x_1 x_3), (x_9 \overline{x}_7), (x_9 \overline{x}_9), (x_9 x_7 x_9), (x_{10} x_6), (x_{10} x_9), (x_{10} \overline{x}_6 \overline{x}_9), (x_{11} x_6 x_9), (x_{12} x_{10} x_{11}), (x_{12}).\]
These miter circuits are then translated to CNF with a new version of AigToCnf (available in the AIGER GitHub repository and in the source code artifact [15]) which has been extended to detect XOR and ITE gates in AIGER circuits. During Tseitin encoding, we check whether an AND gate has two negated AND gates as children and actually implements an XOR or ITE gate. In this case we use a direct CNF encoding of four clauses, as for the XOR and ITE gates in Fig. 1, instead of 9 clauses for three AND gates, skipping the two child AND gates of the top AND gate. This reduces not only the number of clauses and variables but also has positive effects on running time as our experiments will show (except for the simple identical miters where there is little difference).

Therefore we have extended the original HWMCC’12 benchmark set by using this new version of AigToCnf with XOR and ITE matching too, which results in four variants of the 341 AIGER models: ands-iso, ands-opt, xits-iso, and xits-opt. We give in Fig. 8+9 an example of an optimized miter. These benchmarks are available at [17].

Our second IWLS’22 set comes from the IWLS’22 paper [72] by He-Teng Zhang, Jie-Hong R. Jiang, Alan Mishchenko, and Luca Amarù. It is an update on their DAC’21 paper [70], focusing on a hybrid approach to SAT-sweeping, i.e., using a SAT solver incrementally, taking circuit structure into account. Experiments in [72] used a subset of the benchmarks from [70]. These includes the five miters n01, n04, n06, and test01 and test02 in AIGER [8] format, provided by Alan Mishchenko. These benchmarks were considered hard for SAT sweeping, particularly for monolithic CNF-level SAT solving. Thus we consider this set of benchmarks as a litmus test for our usecase. As for HWMCC’12, our IWLS’22 CNF benchmarks come in two flavors: xits with special treatment of XOR and ITE gates during Tseitin encoding and ands without. These benchmarks are available at [16]. It turned out, confirmed by Alan Mishchenko, that the outputs of test01 and test02 were flipped in the generation process. This does not invalidate the SAT sweeping experiments in [70,72] at all. However, it needs to be taken care of when encoding them into CNF with AigToCnf, by simply first negating the outputs with AigFlip. Furthermore, the other three AIGs, n01, n04, and n06, are not negated but have multiple outputs. Thus, we joined them by disjunction with AigOr. These tools are part of the AIGER library https://github.com/arminbiere/aiger and included in the source code artifact [15].

Continuing the discussion of Section 9, we not only empirically checked via fuzzing [32] that our implementation of congruence closure is sound but also that it is complete, i.e., it really solves isomorphic miters with AND, XOR, and ITE gates. To that end, we generated combinational AIGER models with our AigFuzz fuzzier, used AigMiter to produce an isomorphic miter, and then encoded it to CNF with our new version of AigToCnf, which detects XOR and ITE gates. The resulting CNF is given to Kissat using options that make sure that only congruence closure is run (to completion as always) without using any other preprocessing and not even entering the CDCL loop. Thus the CNF remains unsolved unless congruence closure alone can solve it.

11 Experiments

We follow the set-up of the main track of the SAT Competition, where each solver configuration is run on one benchmark instance in single-threaded mode. As compute platform we used the bwForCluster Helix with AMD Milan EPYC 7513 CPUs and for all experiments enforced a memory limit of 15 GB and a time limit of 5000 seconds with Runlim.
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Figure 10 Comparison of variants of Kissat with more and more relevant features disabled. The default configuration employs all of the methods described here. First, only the extraction of ITE gates is disabled (no-congruenceites), then also the extraction of XOR gates (no-congruenceites-no-congruencexors), then congruence closure is completely disabled (no-congruence), and finally even internal SAT sweeping [21, 22] is disabled (no-congruence-no-sweep). Note that for the ands encoding, no ITE nor XOR gate can be extracted anyhow and therefore disabling their extraction gives the same result as enabling them. Thus the plot shows only 6 ands variants but 10 xits variants. On this and all the following plots, the results are shown in the same way as in the annual SAT competition, e.g., a point with coordinates (1407, 333) means that 333 problems were solved in 1407 seconds.

We compare our implementation of congruence closure, enabled by default in our new version of Kissat with the latest version 1.0.0 of Lingeling implementing simple probing, blocked clause decomposition (using the tools sblitter, followed by mequick, and finally using the same SAT solver Lingeling 1.0.0) [44], the winner Sbva-CaDiCaL [43] of the SAT Competition 2023, the latest version 1.9.5 of CaDiCaL [23] and MiniSat 2.2.0 [38]. We further compare against Abc [31, 72] on miter circuits. It represents the state-of-the-art [72] in hybrid SAT sweeping, but “per se” is not a solver, even though it uses SAT solvers.

Our results are presented as a cumulative distribution function (CDF), as in the SAT Competition since 2021, giving the number of solved problems (y-axis) within the amount of time (x-axis), i.e., the higher and the more to the left, the better. We include a horizontal line for all instances (100%). The x-axis shows time up-to the time-limit of 5000 seconds.

While adding congruence closure to Kissat we introduced a dedicated preprocessing round, during which, after unit propagation, the first complete round of congruence closure is applied. Later, during solving, whenever probing based inprocessing is scheduled—which includes vivification, equivalent literal substitution, and other procedures—we always schedule again congruence closure elimination, but only on irredundant and binary clauses. It is also run until completion. This allows us to find additional congruent literals, as gate structure emerges after learning units, shrinking clauses, vivification, and variable elimination.
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Best variants of SAT solvers and ABC on HWMCC’12 miters [24]

Figure 11 Number of solved HWMCC’12 miter instances at each point of time. To improve clarity and save space, we show only the best encoding variant (ands or xits) for each SAT solver. For instance our experiments revealed that for Kissat on optimized miters (opts) the xits encoding, i.e., kissat-xits-opt-default was superior to kissat-and-opt-default with the ands encoding while for MiniSat it was the opposite (and therefore we only show minisat-2.2.0-ands-opt and not minisat-2.2.0-xits-opt).

Our primary results on HWMCC’12 miters in Fig. 10 show that isomorphic miters (iso) can be solved by our new congruence closure approach kissat-x-default instantly, both if we encode only AND gates directly (ands) or match them to XOR and ITE gates and then use a more elaborate Tseitin encoding (xits). Internal SAT sweeping [21, 22] implemented in Kissat is in principle also able to find equivalences of gates. It is, however, scheduled after our faster congruence closure algorithm. For xits encoding, congruence closure takes 0.79 s on average (0 s–44.21 s) and the average percentage of total solving time is 5.4% (0.02%–26.03%). Isomorphic miters are solved by our new algorithm instantly (the vertical lines in Fig. 10).

Comparison with other solvers is shown in Fig. 11. Optimized miters (opt) are in general harder to solve, but clausal congruence closure, as enabled by default in kissat-xits-opt-default, even surpasses abc-240306-opt-frag, which represents the state-of-the-art in hybrid SAT sweeping [72], as implemented in ABC (command &fraig -y). Running simple probing in Lingeling until completion (lingeling-1.0.0-ands-iso-prsimplertc) is the only CNF-level approach that can compete on isomorphic miters (iso), but is not competitive on optimized (opt) ones (Fig. 12, Tab. 13). Note that simple probing can not handle XOR nor ITE gates.

Fig. 12 shows the results on IWLSS’22 benchmarks. Our implementation in Kissat (in contrast to ABC) can provide DRAT proofs [69] as standard in the SAT Competition. Actually only DRUP proofs are relevant for congruence closure, as described in Sect. 9. The results demonstrate that the overhead for proof production (proof) for Kissat is low and proof checking (check) has comparable run-time to solving. On these 5 benchmarks our new algorithm gives substantial improvements in solving time, i.e., kissat-xits-default vs. kissat-xits-no-congruence in Tab. 13. On four of these benchmarks ABC still wins (running on the AIGER circuit model while Kissat only gets CNF) except for test02 where Kissat is faster for the xits encoding. See Fig. 8+9 for an explanation.
These miters from [70] were target of optimizations reported in [72]. They are indeed hard for monolithic SAT solving starting after Tseitin encoding. Results on benchmark test02 are particularly interesting as kissat-xits-default took 1.79 s. to solve it, Abc 5.75 s, while disabling extraction of ITE gates in kissat-xits-no-congruenceites already needs 2032.41 s and plain AND-only Tseitin encoding in kissat-ands-default even 4585.76 s (cf. Tab. 13 for more detailed results).

Table 13 The actual run-time on the IWLS’22 miters from [70, 72] (cf. CDF in Fig. 12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n01</th>
<th>n04</th>
<th>n06</th>
<th>test01</th>
<th>test02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abc-240306-fraig</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-xits-check</td>
<td>95.45</td>
<td>162.38</td>
<td>282.61</td>
<td>54.28</td>
<td>9.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-ands-check</td>
<td>81.57</td>
<td>209.54</td>
<td>233.75</td>
<td>67.95</td>
<td>431.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-xits-default</td>
<td>305.60</td>
<td>160.01</td>
<td>542.18</td>
<td>352.15</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-xits-proof</td>
<td>287.21</td>
<td>179.72</td>
<td>593.54</td>
<td>345.60</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-xits-no-sweep</td>
<td>199.17</td>
<td>807.07</td>
<td>644.22</td>
<td>669.11</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-xits-no-congruenceites</td>
<td>238.32</td>
<td>157.06</td>
<td>631.46</td>
<td>363.93</td>
<td>2032.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-xits-no-congruence</td>
<td>222.25</td>
<td>218.73</td>
<td>684.94</td>
<td>404.48</td>
<td>2270.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-xits-no-congruence-no-sweep</td>
<td>221.25</td>
<td>678.17</td>
<td>720.29</td>
<td>1073.75</td>
<td>2620.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kissat-ands-default</td>
<td>231.87</td>
<td>201.45</td>
<td>664.81</td>
<td>479.28</td>
<td>4585.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blocked-clause-decomposition-ands</td>
<td>840.19</td>
<td>1058.28</td>
<td>2345.20</td>
<td>2368.54</td>
<td>4846.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lingeling-1.0.0-ands-default</td>
<td>563.03</td>
<td>3192.09</td>
<td>1997.28</td>
<td>2788.51</td>
<td>3788.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lingeling-1.0.0-xits-prbsimplertc</td>
<td>607.82</td>
<td>1039.04</td>
<td>1540.55</td>
<td>2459.75</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blocked-clause-decomposition-xits</td>
<td>622.46</td>
<td>822.68</td>
<td>1841.48</td>
<td>2628.96</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lingeling-1.0.0-ands-no-prbsimple</td>
<td>733.61</td>
<td>1928.03</td>
<td>2144.69</td>
<td>2568.83</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lingeling-1.0.0-ands-prbsimplertc</td>
<td>700.58</td>
<td>3085.86</td>
<td>2092.79</td>
<td>2875.45</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sbva-cadical-ands</td>
<td>244.94</td>
<td>1800.21</td>
<td>1135.28</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadical-1.9.5-ands</td>
<td>236.14</td>
<td>2270.17</td>
<td>701.13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minisat-2.2.0-xits</td>
<td>895.77</td>
<td>4088.40</td>
<td>3525.61</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cadical-1.9.5-xits</td>
<td>227.21</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>801.69</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sbva-cadical-xits</td>
<td>205.70</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>853.77</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minisat-2.2.0-ands</td>
<td>1229.07</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3660.71</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the problems of the main track of the SAT Competition 2022 [18] the congruence closure algorithm is successful. In fact, all versions of Kissat are faster than Sbva-CaDiCaL. Two benchmarks 6133-sc2014 and 6s184, reused from our HWMCC’12 isomorphic miter benchmarks submitted to the SAT Competition 2013 [24], were solved immediately by congruence closure (in 0.07 s and 0.04 s), but were also solved without congruence closure (in 37.51 s and 25.99 s). The default configuration of Kissat eliminated a total of 108 272 236 equivalent literals found by congruence closure among all the 400 benchmarks of the main track.

In the main track of the SAT Competition 2023 [19] with many hard combinatorial problems, Structured Bounded Variable Addition (SBVA) [43] in Sbva-CaDiCaL, the winner of this track, has an advantage over Kissat, because SBVA and congruence closure are orthogonal. The different variants of congruence closure are very similar here, although the default version spent on average 4.41% of the running time in congruence closure.
To assess the effectiveness of congruence closure on a more general set of problems, we also evaluated our new version of Kissat on problem instances [18,19] from the SAT Competition 2022 and 2023. The results show that our implementation is fast enough to run to completion even when there are few or no gates to extract. On the 2022 problems our method solves 14 more instances (Fig. 14). The effect of congruence closure on the 2023 problem set is small (cf. Fig. 15), probably due to a large fraction of combinatorial benchmarks. Following the SAT practitioner manifesto [27] we also compare against the 2023 winner Sbva-CADiCAL.

Finally, we want to investigate the average learned clause length, related to the observation in the introduction on CDCL not being able to produce short proofs. Therefore, we have rerun without congruence closure (no-congruence) but with more statistics all the isomorphic HWMCC’12 miters again (see the metrics directories in the experimental data artifact [14]) and computed the average learned clause lengths over all miters, which is 43.6 literals per learned clause for ands-iso-no-congruence, and 46.7 for xits-iso-no-congruence. Our default version of Kissat with congruence closure solves these miters instantly through preprocessing, without the need to learn any clause, and thus we computed instead the average added clause length in the RUP proofs which is 1.88 literals for ands-iso and 2.12 for xits-iso.

Source code is available on Zenodo [15]. The HWMCC’12 benchmarks [17] and ILWS’22 benchmarks [16] are available on Zenodo too, as well as all experimental data [14].

12 Conclusion

We explored the idea of applying congruence closure to gates extracted from CNF using an inverse of the Tseitin encoding. Our new optimized extraction algorithms for AND, XOR, and ITE gates are able to run until completion within seconds on large combinational equivalence checking miters and benchmarks from the SAT competition. These gates are then used in a congruence closure algorithm to match equivalent gates and deduce equivalent literals, which can also run to completion on standard benchmarks from the SAT competition and is now enabled by default in our new version of the SAT solver Kissat.

Our experiments show that this is the first approach in the literature to instantly solve large isomorphic CNF encoded miters. Further, it gives substantial improvements on industrially relevant optimized miters, where our CNF level approach reaches the performance or even is better than a dedicated circuit level SAT sweeping technique.
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